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Abstract

The study of conserved protein interaction networks seeks to
better understand the evolution and regulation of protein inter-
actions. Here, we present a quantitative proteomic analysis of
18 orthologous baits from three distinct chromatin-remodeling
complexes in Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Homo sapiens. We
demonstrate that abundance levels of orthologous proteins
correlate strongly between the two organisms and
both networks have highly similar topologies. We therefore
used the protein abundances in one species to cross-predict
missing protein abundance levels in the other species. Lastly,
we identified a novel conserved low-abundance subnetwork
further demonstrating the value of quantitative analysis of
networks.
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Introduction

Significant effort has gone into the assembly of protein interac-

tion networks and the subsequent use of these datasets to

develop new computational tools to determine protein complex

identity [1,2], to identify modularity within networks [3,4], to

investigate the regulation of networks [2], and to determine the

conservation of networks [3,5–7]. While these important studies

have generated new insights into protein interaction networks,

they have largely used qualitative or binary protein interaction

network datasets [1–7]. In contrast, protein interaction network

analyses utilizing protein mass spectrometry (MS) are now

based on quantitative proteomic approaches, which provide

deeper insights into networks [8–11] and have facilitated the

development of computational approaches to determine protein

complexes [11–13].

The evolutionary conservation of networks is of high interest

because conserved features are likely functionally important to an

organism [4,14,15]. When conserved features are identified, infor-

mation from one organism can be used to drive the biological

research in another organism. Quantitative proteomic studies of

whole cell lysates have reported positive abundance correlations

between different species, suggesting the general conservation of

proteomes [16,17]. To facilitate this research in the area of conser-

vation of protein interaction networks, quantitative datasets would

be needed where matched protein complexes from more than one

organism were analyzed.

Here, we present an integrated quantitative dataset of ortholo-

gous proteins from three conserved protein complexes analyzed

from S. cerevisiae and H. sapiens. Bait proteins from the yeast

NuA4/human TIP60 complexes [18], the yeast Swr1/human

SRCAP complexes [19], and the yeast INO80 and/human INO80

complexes [19] were analyzed using label-free quantitative proteo-

mics. These complexes are involved in chromatin-remodeling

processes and in human diseases such as cancer [20,21]. With

this quantitative proteomic-based protein interaction network data-

set, we demonstrate that this chromatin-remodeling network is

conserved at the levels of core complex content, individual

protein abundance, overall topology, and low-abundance protein

interactions.
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Results and Discussion

Quantitative analysis of matched yeast and human
protein complexes

A total of 15 orthologous yeast/human protein pairs were initially

selected, used as baits in affinity purification experiments, and

analyzed by label-free quantitative proteomics (Supplementary Fig

S1). To ensure for a robust, reproducible dataset, we performed

replicates on selected yeast and human baits, resulting in 69 total

purifications, and we constructed two tables consisting of protein

abundances identified in all yeast and human purifications (Supple-

mentary Tables S1 and S2). In yeast, the genomic locus contained

the Tandem Affinity Purification (TAP) tag [22], and in human cells,

genes contained the N-terminal FLAG-tag [23]. Depicted via an

asterisk in Fig 1, we purified five orthologous proteins between the

human SRCAP and yeast Swr1 complexes [19], three orthologous

proteins between the human TIP60 and yeast NuA4 complexes [18],

five orthologous proteins between the human and yeast INO80

complexes [19], and two subunits shared in all three complexes.

First, we analyzed the quantitative similarities between respec-

tive yeast and human complexes, and we focused only on subunits

of the three complexes that were orthologs between the two species

[24,25]. There are 8 orthologous pairs in the SRCAP/Swr1

complexes, 10 orthologous pairs in the TIP60/NuA4 complexes, 5

orthologous pairs in the INO80/INO80 complexes, and 3 ortholo-

gous pairs shared between complexes. Three of the orthologous

pairs in SRCAP/Swr1 and TIP60/NuA4 are shared between these

two complexes (Fig 1). A matrix containing the spectral count and

peptide (Supplementary Table S3) data from these 26 prey proteins

from 69 bait purifications was constructed and subjected to further

analysis to determine the similarity of protein abundance between

these yeast and human chromatin-remodeling complexes.

To measure the conservation of protein complex abundances, we

computed the Spearman rank correlation (q) on the protein abun-

dances in yeast baits versus protein abundances in human baits for

the 26 prey proteins (Fig 2). We constructed two separate 41 × 28

matrices illustrated as heat maps, where one calculated q on spec-

tral counts (Fig 2A and Supplementary Table S4) and the second

calculated q using the number of identified peptides (Fig 2B and

Supplementary Table S4). We observed high correlations for these

26 prey proteins from the orthologous protein purifications. For

example, for the INO80 complex, a q > 0.9 was obtained for the

orthologous prey proteins for the following pairs of orthologous

baits of yeast TAP-ARP5/human FLAG-ACTR5, yeast TAP-ARP8/

human FLAG-ACTR8, and yeast TAP-IES2/human FLAG-INO80B

(Fig 2 and Supplementary Table S4). For the SRCAP/Swr1 and the

TIP60/Nua4 complexes, the correlation was similarly high for the

orthologous proteins when compared between the baits that belong

to the same complex. In contrast, lower correlations were obtained

between the baits that are shared subunits of multiple complexes

with a q > 0.6 for yeast TAP-VPS72/human FLAG-YL1, which are

components shared between the SRCAP/Swr1 and TIP60/NuA4

complexes (Fig 2). Using either spectral counts (Fig 2A) or total

number of peptides identified (Fig 2B), nearly identical results were

obtained. High correlations were observed for the core specific

subunits of the three complexes and slightly lower correlations for

the shared subunits. Our results indicate that the Spearman rank

correlation on selected protein complexes is higher than the correla-

tion on overall orthologous proteins in these two organisms, which

has been previously shown to be 0.64 [16].

Conservation of topology between species

Next, we explored the shape of the data using the protein abun-

dance in all the yeast and human purifications using topological

data analysis (TDA) [26]. Unlike a traditional network, where a

node corresponds to a single protein, in a topological network, a

node can contain multiple proteins [26]. Topological networks were

generated on orthologous proteins from the three complexes

(Fig 3A) and on all identified orthologous proteins between the

yeast and human datasets (Fig 3B and C). TDA correctly grouped

the proteins in separate complexes as shown in Fig 3A. Further-

more, TDA separated proteins located far from the center of the

dataset (colored in red) from the proteins situated closer to the

center (colored in blue/green) (Fig 3A). For example, RVB1 and

RVB2 proteins, which are the only two proteins pulled down by

most of the baits, therefore having the highest abundance in the

dataset, were grouped together distant from the connected network

(Fig 3A).

We next constructed three separate networks corresponding to

the human (Fig 3B), yeast (Fig 3C), and merged yeast/human

dataset (Supplementary Fig S2) which included all identified ortho-

logous proteins and their corresponding abundance values. We

observed that human and yeast data exhibit a similar horizontal

Y-shaped topology [26]. Next, we investigated the biological functions

in each of the three main flares of the yeast and human networks

using the DAVID annotation tool [27] (Fig 3A and B and Supple-

mentary Fig S2). Proteins involved in similar biological pathways

were grouped together in the same flare in both datasets, indicating

a conserved structure of associated proteins. For example, proteins

that were located at the center of the data were members of the

three complexes and associated proteins involved in chromatin

machinery. These proteins were always located at the end of the Y

shape as colored in blue (Fig 3A and B and Supplementary Fig S2).

Conversely, associated proteins that were far from the center and

involved in transcription or RNA processing were colored in red as

illustrated in the upper and lower flares in Fig 3A and B and

Supplementary Fig S2. Finally, an analysis of the percent overlap of

the proteins between yeast and human for each main network flare

demonstrated that both the upper and tail flares have the largest

intersection with about 50% of proteins in each flare overlapping

between yeast and human (Supplementary Table S5). On the other

hand, the lower flares have the lowest number of proteins with 16%

overlap. Overall, TDA demonstrates that the topology of the yeast

and human datasets presented here are highly similar.

Cross species prediction of missing protein abundance

The high degree of conservation of abundance and topology

between the yeast and human datasets suggested that we could use

the protein abundance levels for a protein complex member in one

species to predict the abundance level of its counterpart in another

species. Human networks are generally sparse and complex [10,13];

therefore, finding methods that deal with missing values is

important for the interpretation of protein interaction networks. In
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our dataset, for example, in a FLAG-INO80 purification, Ino80C was

not detected, and in a FLAG-INO80C purification, INO80B was not

detected (Supplementary Fig S3). Multiple approaches have

been employed to estimate missing values in microarray datasets

[28–30]. However, depending on the data structure, some

approaches can generate results with better accuracy than others.

For example, Troyanskaya et al [28] showed that the row average

approach yielded drastically lower accuracy than either KNN- or

SVD-based estimation. Designed for microarray datasets, the

SVDimpute method provides fast and accurate ways of estimating

missing values [28]. Here, we investigated estimating missing

values in the human dataset using the yeast dataset.

In order to validate the predictor and learn the parameter of the

SVDimpute [28], we used a training set of human runs from which

we randomly removed about 5% of proteins from the complex.

Next, we calculated the correlation between the experimentally

measured abundance values and the predicted abundance values for

the proteins in the training dataset to see whether the predicted

values were correctly estimated. Our human purifications encom-

pass a wide range of spectra values depending on the bait or on the
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Figure 1. Orthologous yeast and human subunits in three chromatin-remodeling complexes.
A total of 26 orthologous proteins were identified from yeast INO80/human_INO80 (red), yeast NuA4/human_TIP60 (green), and yeast Swr1/human_SRCAP (blue) complexes.
Specific proteins to yeast and human are represented by triangles. Three conserved proteins were shared between all three complexes and are represented in a separate
purple box. Overlapping core subunit composition of yeast INO80/human_INO80, yeast NuA4/human_TIP60, and yeast Swr1/human_SRCAP complexes is also shown.
Asterisks indicate that a particular protein was used as a bait.
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Figure 2. Correlation of prey abundance between bait proteins.

A A heat map with Spearman correlation coefficients calculated from spectral counts is shown. High correlations are shown in light gray, whereas low correlation
coefficients are displayed by dark gray.

B Spearman correlation coefficients calculated based on peptide numbers are represented in the heat map with the same color code as in (A).
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A

B

C

Figure 3. Topological data analysis of the core network and entire yeast and human networks.

A Topological data analysis of the core network was performed on the protein abundance dataset of the 26 conserved proteins in the 69 yeast and human
purifications. Principal metric SVD filters with normalized correlation were used (resolution 20, gain 4.0x). The size of a node in the topological network was
proportional to the number of proteins. Proteins are colored based on the L-infinity centrality where red indicates high values and blue indicates low values. For
simplicity, we listed only the human proteins names where individual proteins are shown.

B, C Topological data analysis was performed on protein abundance of all yeast baits (B) and all human baits (C). L-infinity centrality filter with normalized correlation
was used (resolution 35, gain 4.0x in B and resolution 45, gain 4.0x in C). Proteins are colored based on the L-infinity centrality. Color bar: red indicates high values
and blue indicates low values. Biological functions of proteins in the respective flares which exhibit the lowest P-values or highest count as determined by DAVID
annotation tool are listed. For simplicity, we show the GO terms that statistically best explain the protein list.
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type of cells used. For example, experiments using the human baits

INO80B and VPS71 in HeLa cells generated datasets containing in

the range of hundreds-to-thousands of spectra, whereas some purifi-

cations performed in HEK293 cells generated spectral count values

lower than a hundred (Supplementary Table S1).

To determine the optimal model parameter k for our proteomic

dataset, we evaluated the method using a range from 2 to 8. We

observed that for the baits consisting of proteins with large spectral

counts (typically > 3,000 spectral counts), the optimal value for k

was 6, whereas for the baits with medium to low spectral counts

(typically < 1,000 spectral counts), the optimal value of k was 3

(Fig 4A). The correlations obtained between experimentally

measured and predicted abundance values were close to 1 with esti-

mated values showing 1.5–27% error, indicating a good rank esti-

mated prediction (Fig 4). Based on these results, we next used the

model parameter k = 3 to predict the missing values in the INO80

and INO80C purifications based upon the measured abundances in

the orthologous yeast purifications (Fig 4A–C). Unlike the training

set, we could not compare the predicted values with their true

values. Therefore, we used linear regression based spectral counts

to describe the relation between protein abundances in yeast versus

human for those two baits and determined the correlation coeffi-

cient. The resulting R2 values were high with significant P-values,

indicating a good prediction (Fig 4B and C).

Next, we clustered the yeast/human baits on the original spectral

count values corresponding to the 26 orthologous prey proteins. We

then applied the cluster analysis to the data, which include the fitted

abundance values from the regression for the proteins in the INO80

and INO80C human baits. Comparing the groups obtained from

both analyses, we found that by incorporating the fitted values into

the dataset, the clustering analysis produced an improvement to the

first result and correctly located the human INO80 bait in close

proximity with the yeast and human baits of the INO80 complex

(Supplementary Fig S4). The estimation of missing values in protein

baits consisting of low total spectral counts resulted in accurate

results using a small k-value, whereas in the case of baits with high

total spectral counts, a larger k-value was optimal. In summary, we

demonstrated that quantitative APMS data obtained from yeast can

be employed to predict missing values in human purifications,

which will improve the interpretation of human protein–protein

interaction networks.

Conservation of low-abundance interactions in the
chromatin network

In order to assess the evolutionary conservation of the protein

network of the INO80 subfamily, we extended our analysis to the

entire yeast and human datasets. We asked whether these identified

conserved associations within the network are strongly related to

the chromatin-remodeling machinery. We first looked for ortholo-

gous proteins that were consistently present in both yeast and

human datasets. We only considered an interaction to be confident

if a protein was present in at least two yeast baits and in their

human orthologous counterparts. These 214 proteins were also hier-

archical clustered (Supplementary Fig S5). In general, yeast and

human baits that were members of the same complex converged

into the same or closely related clusters, indicating similar abun-

dance levels between the yeast and human pulled-down proteins. In

addition, we incorporated a subset from a large dataset of yeast

microarray expression profiles generated by Lenstra et al [31] as a

complementary source to confirm our conserved interactions. The

selected subset consisted of gene expression profiles generated from

11 deletion mutants lacking chromatin machinery components of

the three complexes (Supplementary Table S6). We added a new

filter to our dataset where a gene that corresponds to a conserved

interaction must significantly change in at least one mutant, result-

ing in a list of 203 conserved interactions from the three complexes

(Supplementary Table S6).

Three proteins that passed the criteria (Supplementary Fig S6)

were selected from the above list in order to experimentally validate

these novel associations. The three low abundant proteins in yeast

were TMA19, YAP1802, and DHH1 which were 38, 21, and 16 fold

lower in abundance than core proteins in the three complexes,

respectively (Supplementary Tables S1 and S2). These proteins are

highly conserved and display significant sequence homology to

orthologs in human, TPT1, PICALM, and DDX6. To determine

whether yTMA19/hTPT1, yYAP1802/hPICALM, and yDDH1/hDDX6

are associated with proteins of the chromatin machinery pathway,

we in parallel performed 20 replicate MudPIT analyses from yeast

and human purifications of these proteins (Supplementary Table

S7). Our yeast and human proteomic results revealed high overlap

between the proteins associated with these selected baits and

several complexes with roles in chromatin regulation (Fig 5A). To

illustrate these associations, we constructed a conserved subnet-

work in which the selected 3 pairwise yeast/human ortholog protein

baits were used as nodes and the edges represent interactions with

proteins involved in chromatin regulation. Using a hypergeometric

test with a significance threshold of 1%, we identified six conserved

complexes (Fig 5A). Subunits of the histone deacetylase (RPD3)

(HDAC/Sin3A in human), SWI/SNF, INO80, NuA4 (TIP60 in

human), SWR (SRCAP in human), and SAGA (STAGA in human)

complexes were identified, suggesting that the yTMA19/hTPT1,

yYAP1802/hPICALM, and yDDH1/hDDX6 proteins could be

involved in these biological pathways. Furthermore, an unexpected

observation that came from our yeast and human proteomic analy-

ses was that yTMA19/hTPT1, yYAP1802/hPICALM, and yDDH1/

hDDX6 form a small subnetwork (Fig 5B and C and Supplementary

Table S7).

It is important to note that yeast YAP1802/human PICALM, yeast

TMA19/human TPT1, and yeast DHH1/human DDX6 interactions

are not primarily with chromatin-remodeling proteins (Supplemen-

tary Fig S7). For example, the chromatin-remodeling interactions

found in DDX6 had lower abundance than the LSM proteins

(Supplementary Table S7). Also, the human forms of these three

proteins also have strong links to disease. For instance, mutations

in the hPICALM gene have been implicated in oncogenesis [32],

PICALM is implicated in Alzheimer’s disease [33], TPT1 is

implicated in tumorigenesis [34], and DDX6 is involved in gene

expression in RNA viruses like HIV [35]. Of these, yeast two hybrid

analysis has linked TPT1 to the SWI/SNF complex [36], providing

support for our results that these proteins not only form a subnet-

work among themselves but have intriguing links to chromatin

remodeling that warrants further study.

In this study, we analyzed the conservation within and between

chromatin-remodeling protein interaction networks from S. cerevisi-

ae and H. sapiens. We built a matched affinity purification dataset
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analyzed via MudPIT and quantitative proteomic analysis in order

to assemble a comprehensive list of protein abundance of three

chromatin-remodeling protein complexes. We demonstrated that

members of chromatin-remodeling complexes are conserved among

species at the protein abundance level. We further used TDA [26] to

determine that the topology of the networks was conserved both at

the level of core protein complexes and low-abundance protein

interactions. This led us to demonstrate that we could use yeast data

to predict missing abundance values of human datasets. Finally, we

found a low-abundance subnetwork that has conserved associations

with chromatin-remodeling complexes in both S. cerevisiae and

H. sapiens. These results demonstrate that quantitative proteomic-

based protein interaction networks open the door for the use of

advanced data analysis tools and provide novel insights into

networks. Such quantitative proteomic-based datasets will be of

great value to the systems biology community that has previously

generated important insights into networks using qualitative or

binary datasets [1–7].

Materials and Methods

Cloning and cell lines

All tandem affinity purification (TAP)-tagged strains were obtained

from Open Biosystems (now part of GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh, PA,

USA). Kazusa Flexi Halo-Tagged clones (pFN21A) TPT1, PICALM,

and DDX6 were obtained from Promega (Madison, WI, USA). The

N-terminal Halo Tag fusion constructs were subcloned into pcDNA5

using SgfI/PmeI and PacI/PmeI. Stable cell lines were created using

the Flp-In System in HEK293 cells from Life Technologies (Grand

Island, NY, USA).

Culture and purifications

All S. cerevisiae baits were grown in YPD to an absorbance of OD600

1.5–2.0. TAP was performed as described previously [37]. The

human ACTR5, ACTR8, INO80B, INO80C, RVBL1, RVBL2, SRCAP,
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Figure 4. Estimation of missing values across species.

A Protein abundances in the yeast INO80 complex were used to predict missing values for the human baits. Training human values were used to test the predictor.
The prey proteins whose values were removed are shown. The experimental spectral count, the predicted value, and the Spearman correlation between them are
also represented. The optimal k-value for each bait is also displayed. aTrue spectral count of prey proteins in the bait in human INO80 complex. bPredicted spectral
count for human data using yeast data of INO80 complex. *Baits that consist of proteins with zero abundance values.

B, C Regressions between yeast and human data for the INO80 and INO80C (replicate #2) baits are displayed. Regressions were performed only after predicting missing
values of INO80C and INO80B prey proteins.
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Figure 5. Conserved subnetwork and association with chromatin-remodeling complexes.

A A conserved interaction network was constructed where nodes depicted by yellow diamonds represent the yeast/human baits and their edges are connected with
proteins involved in the chromatin machinery. These prey proteins are illustrated by circles and are colored in brown. Conserved proteins between the two species
were colored in dark orange. Significant P-values obtained from the hypergeometric distribution are also included on the top of each identified complex.
Hypergeometric distribution accounts for the identified proteins in SAGA/STAGA, INO80, SIN3/HDAC, SWR/SRCAP, SWI/SNF, and NuA4/TIP60 and total number of
proteins assigned by CORUM or SGD in these complexes.

B, C Yeast and human proteins used as baits are indicated by a circle and associated chromatin complexes are included in rectangles. (B) In yeast, the bidirectional edge
between YAP1802 and DHH1 as well as between TMA19 and DHH1 indicates that either one as a bait pulled down the other one as a prey. The directed edge from
YAP1802 to TMA19 indicates that YAP1802 as a bait pulled-down TMA19 but not vice versa. (C) In human, the bidirectional edge between PICALM and DDX6
indicates that either one as a bait pulled down the other one as a prey. The directed edges from PICALM and DDX6 to TPT1 indicates that TPT1 as a bait did not
pull down PICALM or DDX6 as a prey. The chromatin complexes are pulled down by at least one of the three baits in the subnetwork.
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ACTR6, H2AFZ, Zn-HIT1, and MRGBP baits of the H_INO80,

H_TIP60, and H_SRCAP complexes were used from Sardiu et al [11]

and researched against an updated database. Additionally, N-

terminally FLAG-tagged INO80, MORF4L2, and EPC were subcloned

and purified as described previously [38]. Nuclear extracts were

prepared according to the method of Dignam et al [39] from 10 × 109

HEK293FRT cells stably expressing N-terminally Halo-tagged TPT1,

DDX6, and PICALM. Nuclear extracts were subjected to the HaloLink

Resin (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) equilibrated in 1x TBS and

0.1% NP-40 and allowed to incubate for 1 h at 4°C. Three washes

using the equilibration buffer were performed, and proteins of inter-

est were eluted in 100 ll by cleaving the TEV recognition sequence

with AcTEV Protease (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA) in

1x TEV Buffer for 1 h at 27°C as described previously [40].

MudPIT mass spectrometry and data analysis

In order to analyze the purified protein complexes, TCA precipita-

tion, LysC/trypsin digestion, and multidimensional protein identifi-

cation technology (MudPIT) analyses were performed as previously

described [37]. For details, please see the Supplementary Methods

section. New mass spectrometry data from this publication have

been submitted to the PeptideAtlas database (http://www.peptideat-

las.org/), assigned the identifier PASS00491 (password JM6934n) at

ftp://PASS00491:JM6934n@ftp.peptideatlas.org/.

Statistical tests

Spearman correlation, denoted by q, is a nonparametric measure of

statistical dependence between two variables and it is defined as:

q ¼ 1� 6
P

d2i
n n2 � 1ð Þ (1)

where di = xi–yi and it represent the difference between the ranks of

each observation and n is the sample size. Spearman correlation test

were used to correlate protein abundances on orthologs between

yeast and human datasets. This test was calculated using R

environment and corr.test() as function and “spearman” as method.

Topological data analysis

TDA [26] was performed on the orthologous proteins in yeast and

human purifications with the Ayasdi Iris software platform (Menlo

Park, CA) using a free trail at http://www.ayasdi.com/terms-of-ser-

vice/. Proteins with similar abundance were grouped in a single node

as defined by the imposed metric correlation (i.e. norm correlation)

and colored by the values of the geometric lens (i.e. L-infinity

centrality) [26]. A lens is a filter that converts the dataset into a

vector, where each row in the original dataset contributes to a real

number in the vector. Basically, a lens operation turns every row

into a single number. This lens associates to each point x the maxi-

mal distance from x to any other data point in the dataset. The

connectivity between nodes is one of the most important features of

TDA. Nodes are connected if and only if they have a protein in

common [26]. We used as a distance metric the normalized correla-

tion and for filter function, we used L-infinity centrality in order to

generate the shape composed of the three main network flares.

Nodes are colored by the values of the filter function (i.e. L-infinity

centrality). Large values of this L-infinity centrality function corre-

spond to proteins that are far from the center of the data set. L-infin-

ity centrality considers each row using the maximal distance from

all other data points.

LensL1 ¼ max
Y

dðX;YÞ

where X is a collection of all data points in a dataset; x and y are

data points.

Estimation of the missing abundance values using
SVDimpute method

The input matrix consists of spectral counts of the proteins identi-

fied in the yeast INO80 complex, and the human data comprising

missing values. The method uses singular value decomposition to

obtain the most significant eigenvectors, which are subsequently

combined and linearly regressed against proteins with missing

values. Next, the coefficients of the regression are used to

approximate the values of undetected proteins. The estimation

performance of the SVDimpute depends on a model parameter

(k) that is the number of components that should resemble the

internal structure of the data [28]. The SVDimpute algorithm [28]

is based on the method described by Alter et al [41] that is

similar to the principal components analysis which uses the

following equation

Am�n ¼ Um�mRm�nV
T
n�n (2)

to determine the most significant eigengenes. We employed SVDim-

pute function in pcaMethods library using R environment to estimate

missing abundance values in human from yeast data (http://

artax.karlin.mff.cuni.cz/r-help/library/bcv/html/impute.svd.html).

Orthologs

We constructed a set of orthologs between yeast and human data-

sets using Ensemble. In addition, we also used STRING [42] and

YOGY [43]: a web-based tool to retrieve orthologs pairs that were

not founded by Ensemble. This resulted in 940 orthologs pairs

across two species. Note that isoforms map to a single ortholog

protein.

Hypergeometric distribution

The distribution was calculated using R environment and the func-

tion dhyper(). The human proteins were mapped to the complexes

using the CORUM database (http://mips.helmholtz-muenchen.de/

genre/proj/corum), and the yeast proteins were separated into

complexes using GO SlimMapper from the SGD database (http://

www.yeastgenome.org/).

Supplementary information for this article is available online:

http://embor.embopress.org
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